* [GS] , Ch. IV, § 2.3). Since the spaces Sand S are adapted to the needs of Fourier analysis (cf. [BJ, section 8 and 9, and [GS] , Ch. IV, § 6), it was to be expected that it is possible to develop a satisfactory convolution theory for these spaces; it seems however that no such· theory has been published thus far.
Let us summarize the contents of this paper. Section 1 gives the * main definitions and theorems about the spaces Sand Stand some results about continuous linear transformations in these spaces are mentioned.
This section is mainly included here for ease of reference.
Section 2 serves as a preparation. The convolution operators introduced here involve follows. (I) • -2 -In section 3 we generalize the notion of convolution operator.
*
The g in (I) is replaced by a generalized function: if G E S , then the convolution operator TG of S is defined by (2) (x E (1:) for f L S. Here G bears a similar relation to G as g_ does to g in the previous paragraph. Special attention is paid to the case that TG maps S into S, and the class of all G ~ S* with this property is called the convolution class C. For G E C we prove that TG has an adjoint, and that TG can be extended in a natural way to a continuous linear operator of S*. We also discuss some alternative descriptions of the class C. Section 5 contains some additional material. There we prove that the class of generalized functions of the form MgG with g E S, G E S* is ~ a proper subset of C. We make some remarks about convergence in C, and finally we pay some attention to convolution theory for the spaces of smooth and generalized functions of several variables.
Notation.
We use Church's lambda calculus notation, but instead of his A We give a survey of the fundamental notions and theorems of De Bruijn's
theory of generalized functions (as far as relevant for this paper).
Also, the main theorems of [J] , appendix I about continuous linear operators of Sand S* are given. More details can be found in [B] and [J] .
The class S (of smooth functions) is the set of all analytic [B] , section 20, where an equivalent definition of S+ is used). Note that £2(lR) c S+.
1.3.
We summarize some properties of N (Ct > 0) (cf. [BJ, 6.5) .
ex ex
(ii) If f E S, Ct > 0, then there is at most one g E S with f = N g.
Ct
Also, if f E S, then there exists an Ct > 0, g E S with f = N g.
And if f E S, and the numbers M > 0, A > 0, B > a are such that (t E 0:) , then we can find an a > 0, M' > 0, A' > 0, B' > 0, only depending on A and B, such that the inequalities (t E D:) hold for the unique g E S with f = N g (cf. [B] , 10.1) • a 1. 4.
(i)
We list some other linear operators of S (cf. [BJ, section 8 and 11).
The Fourier transform F and its inverse F*:
(ii) The shift operators Ta (a E 0:) and 1), (b E 0:):
(iii) The operators P and Q:
A generalized function F is a mapping a E (0,00) + Fa E S such that
If F E S*, g C S, then the inner product (F,g) is defined as follows: write g = N h with some a > 0, h E S (d. 1.3(ii», and put a (F,g) :-(F ,h) (this number depends only on F and g; cf. [B] , section a 17 and 18). We have (N F,g) = (F,N g) for a > 0, F a a
*
We further define (g,F) :m (F,g) for F E S ,
1.6. We give some examples of generalized functions. I .8.
-5 -+ Cf. [B] , section 20. We have for f E S , g E S
00
(emb(f),g) = f f(t)g(t)dt.
-00
It may be proved that f = 0 (a.e.) if and only if emb(f) = O.
(ii) For b t. 11:, the "delta function at bit is defined by °b :~ Yu>o Ytca:KJt,b) • and Now (g'Ob) = g(b) for g E S (cf. [B] , 17.3 and 27.18).
We next define convergence in S. Let (f) 1N be a sequence in S, n nE let f E S. We write f ~ 0 if there are positive numbers A and B n such that f (t)exp(TIA(Re
2) ~ 0 uniformly in tEll:; we O. Similarly, we define f Ca ) ~ 0 (a + 0) and
, section 23.
The following theorem On S-convergence is useful.
Theorem. Let (f) 1N be a sequence in S •. The three following statements n nE are equivalent.
a n' n (iii) There exists an M > 0, A > 0, B > 0 such that and f ~ 0 pointwise.
Proof. Equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from [B] , 23.1, and equivalence of (i) and (iii) follows from [J] , appendix 2, theorem I.
[1 I .9.
I • JO. (i) T is continuous.
(ii) YfES(Tf)(x)is a continuous linear functional of S for every x E ~. Proof. This is proved 1n [J] , appendix 1, 2.2 through 2.10.
Remark. A useful alternative formulation of (iv) is: for every M > 0, A > 0,
whenever f E Sand
Equivalence of both conditions easily follows from the equivalence of (i) and (iv), and from [B] , 6.3.
The linear operators of ].4 are continuous. "" * possible to extend T to a continuous linear operator T of S such
Here emb(f) for f E S is to be read as emb(f O )' where fO is the restriction of f to ]R (cf. 1.2).
Proof. This is [J] , appendix I, theorem 3.2. As an example of a generalized function of n variables we have
The notions of convergence and continuity are adapted correspondingly, and theorems 1.13, 1.14, 1.15 hold for the present case.
1.17.
The following theorem is important (we state it only for the case n ... 2).
1 , 18. 
Proof. This follows from [J] , appendix I, 2.13 and 3,12.
2 An example of an operator of S (not of the type discussed in 2* 1.17) that can be extended to a continuous linear operator of S is the following one. Define
It is not hard to see that Zu J.S a continuous linear operator of S that
2. PrepaE,ation.
I •
We introduce in this section convolution operators defined on S in which only smooth functions appear. Some simple results are derived.
Definition. For g E S the convolution operator T J.S defined by
Note that Tgf is the ordinary convolution of f and Yt8(t) (it will have some notational convenience J.n the subsequent sections to take Ytg(t) instead of g).
To avoid confusion with the translation operators T (a € ~) a of 1. 4 (ii), we shall always denote convolution operators by Tf' T, T h , •• .,
whereas translation operators are denoted by T ,Tb,T , 
Proof. If f E S, then it is easily seen that T f is an analytic function, • g and we therefore concentrate on the estimation. Let M1,A1,B 1 , M 2 ,A Z ,B 2 be positive numbers such that
Using the optimal shift technique as displayed in the proof of [B] , theorem 8.1, we obtain
This proves smoothness of Tg f, and it also shows continuity of T g • It is trivial that Tg is linear.
(ii) and (iii) follow from elementary calculations which we shall omit. and (iv) is the well known convolution theorem for S. 3. I.
*
In this section we define convolution operators TF with F E S •
We pay special attention to operators TF that map S into S, and it shall be proved that such operators have an adjoint (so that we can extend them to linear operators of S* according to 1.15). Furthermore we shall derive a number of useful properties of these convolution operators.
3.2. Definition. We define for F E S* the mapping TF (cf. 1.4 and 1.12) by
Note that in case f E S definition 2.2 and the present one yield the
If F E S* and f E S, then TFf is an analytic function.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove analyticity of the function ~XEII:(Txf,F_)
in a point Xo E 11:. It is easy to prove (by using Cauchy's theorem and a continuous version of 1.8) that
and this shows analyticity of yXEII:(Txf,F_) in xo.
Remark. We shall prove in 5.4 that YZEII: exp(-TI£z2)(T F f)(z) E S for
o -12 -3.4. Definition. The class C is defined as the set of all generalized functions F for which tF{S) c S.
Remark. This definition is somewhat uneasy to handle, but we shall give alternative descriptions of the class C later on.
3.5. Examples.
If f is an integrable function defined on lR with a compact support, the~ emb(f) E C.
(
v)
If P is a measure on :m., and if there is an I:; > 0 such that
(d. 1.13), belongs to C.
3.6. The following lemma turns out to be very useful in this section.
(a. ... 0).
Proof. We first note that TF is a continuous linear operator: if x E ~, then ~fES (TFf)(x) is a continuous linear functional of S (cf. 1.10 and 1.14). We are gOlng to estimate R . N f for a€ ~, a. > O. It is ia slnh a. a. not hard to prove from smoo.thness of f that there is an M > 0, A > 0,
(This may be proved, by using the optimal shift technique of the proof of [BJ,~1). 2 2 2 Hence, using the inequality 12 atl $ lal o Remark 3. In 3.7, remark 1 we have extended the operator TF to a linear operator of S* (in case F E C). If F E S however, there is a more direct * -way to define this operator on S J namely by putting TFG = TeF for G L S* (this 1CF has been defined in 3.2, and is an entire function).
~
It is not obvious yet that this alternative definition yields the same operator, i.e. that emb(TcF) equals TFG (as it is defined in 3.7, remark 1)
for G E S*. The proof is pretty hard, and will be postponed until 5.5.
Remark 4. Let F E C, G E S*. We can define the convolution F * G of F and G by putting F * G = TFG. If we restrict ourselves to F E C, G E C, then this convolution product has the usual properties. We mention commutativity (follows from the preceding theorem), and
We mention furthennoreTitchmarsh's theorem for C : if FEe, GEe, then F * G = 0 ~ F c 0 v G = O. This will be proved in the next section.
3.10.
We consider an alternative description of the class C which is 
This ~ is a linear mapping of S into S*.
If F E C, g E S, then we can prove that ~g E emb (S) . It suffices therefore to show that ~g = emb(TGg), where G is the element of S* that satisfies (G,f) == (F,Y /2f(x/2» for f E S (cf. 1.13; note that x G L C). This equation holds in case F E emb (S) , and the general case S s* can be handled by using TF(a)g -r TFg'~(a)g -~ ~g if a -I-O. The converse of the above statement is also true, i.e. if ~g E emb (S) for every g L S, then F E C. We shall prove this in 5.6.
One of the main features of the convolution operators ~s the fact that they commute with the time shifts T (a E ~). That this fact a actually characterizes the convolution operators is expressed in the following theorem.
Theorem. Let T be a continuous linear operator of S that satisfies
TTa "" TaT for every a E lR. Then there is aGE C such that T == T G • Then there is aCE ~ such that T = cI. This is· proved as follows. We infer from 3.11 that there is an H E C such that (Tf)(x) = (T f,H)
* . Remark. The ~ of the above lemma can be extended in the familiar way to a continuous linear operator of S*, which is again denoted by~.
We shall also write h.F instead of ~F if F E S*. description (note that such a g is unique, hence the mapping emb is well defined on M).
4.5.
The following characterization of C ~s very useful.
Theorem. F E C ~ FF EM. 
. 2
It is not hard to check that FF is the embedding (principal root), and it follows that F E C. ,hence emb(h T ) E C. (n E 'll) for some €: > 0, and let F := Ln=_oodno n (cf. [B] , 27.24.2~ii».
Then FF is the embedding of the analytic function Y L oo d e-2~~nz z n=-O<) n and it is not hard to show that F E C,
Proof. The case with G E emb(S) follows from 4.5, corollary, and "the general case is deduced from this one by noting that F(TFG) = lim F(TFG(a» .. Proof. By 4.7 we have emb (FG)'FF = O! Write g = emb (FG), and let f E S+ be such that emb(f) "" FF. Then g'FF "" emb(g·f), for we have
It follows from 1.6(i) that gof = 0 (a.e.). We conclude by analyticity of g that gaO or that f = ° (a.e.), and so G "" 0 or F = 0. We enter somewhat further into questions of the type: if f E C, We shall prove here some simple results in this direction, and we shall mention some further theorems without proof. 
The numbers dkR. are uniquely determined by F. We can prove now the statement in 3.9, remark 3. 
We are going to prove the statement at the end of 3.10. With the notation used there we have to show that F E C in case KFg E emb(S) for every g E. S. Let f ( S, g E S. We have (KFg,f) == (E ® F, ZU(f ® g» by definition and 1.18, and it is not hard to see from [B] , (21.4)
. 5.7. that TGg E S. Hence G E C, and so F E C • We make some remarks on convergence of convolution operators.
If f E C (n E IN) , then the following statements are equivalent.
The proofs are almost trivial. Proof. If f E C is such that fn £ f, then we have T f g -Tfg for every g E S. n Now assume that (Tf g)nEJN is S-convergent for every g E S.
n Denote Tg = lim T f g for g c S. It follows from [J] , appendix 1, 2.12 We introduce the set C 2 as the class of all generalized functions K for which TK maps s2 into itself. The crucial lemma 3.6 still holds for the present case, and its proof differs only from that of lemma 3.6 in notational respect. This enables us to prove the two-dimensional versions of the theorems of section 3 and 4. We mention in particular theorems 3.5 and 3.7 (the definition of the class M2 is obvious) • An important example of an element of C 2 is the tensor product of two elements of C. Let gl E C, g2 E C. We claim that gl ® g2 
